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The Teveloprrsnt of the Organ Fugue Since Each.
Introduction.
At the pr ^sent tirr.e when there is such a great variety of
compositions for the organ, the fugue is 8orr.etirr.es overlooked,
and it is a somewhat general idea that with Each the fugue was
culminated. It is true that the organ 'vqe, undoubtedly, the best
vehicle for carrying out Bach's ideas of contrapuntal writing,
and he made the nost of the organ as it then was. But "by a grad-
ual and continual development the organ has becorre a wonderfully
improved instrument and organ compositions, including the fugue,
have likewise changed. Let us first, therefore, learn something
of the crgsn then and now after which the fugues themselves Will
be considered.
As early as the sixteenth century the organ had become a
f recognized usable instrument. The Veys had been narrowed down
so that they could be played with the fingers. It was also in
the sixteenth century that the pipes were made of different qual-
ity and reed and flute tones were used, ^e know that Bach's organ
had two manuals, pedals, and twenty- four stops. Until 1843,
the tracker system was employed. Th^ words "tracker action" des-
ignate the mechanical action formed of trackers, stickers, levers
etc., which connects the manual and pedal claviers with the valves
cr pallets of the wind-chests ani by menns of wh ich or. the de-
pression of the keys by the hands or feet of the performer, the
pipe-work is made to speak. The tracker- actions were somewhat
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clumsy and difficult to play and have been considerably improved
by later inventions. The pneumatic lever which relieves the
weight of the touch of l^rge instruments, the corbination action
by means of which certain fixed cr adjuft^ble combinations of
speaking stops and coupler pr; brought lntc use by single oper?ticne
cf the perfcrrrers hands cr feet, the electric action, all, have
been recent developments. The German organ builders of the eigh-
teenth oentury and even later did not turn their attention to the
improvement cf the mechanical portion of the or^ran as much as the
tonal forces. The latter, however, were greatly enl-rged and
improved
.
It can thus be seen that the present day organ is vastly
superior to the organ cf the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. It requires less physical exerticn to play, contains
man. mere quality stops and is capable of many different combina-
tions^ Accordingly one would expect the organ compositions to be
changed and to be more comprehensive in scope and character.
It has been the purpose in considering these organ fugues,
first of all, to examine Bach's organ fugues rather carefully. Two
fugues from his youthful pericd are given and three frorr his master
* period. Then, follows in chronological order what the writer has
endeavored to make a rather representative list of organ fugues up
tc the present day. A minute analysis was not attempted but each
fugue wa~ examined with a regard for its subject, its general
structure, and then any interesting or unusual ways in which it
differed from a strict fu?rue
.
A fan words in explanation of the fugue structure may not
be out of place here. Every fugue* of course, is divided into

three general sections, the exposition, the development, ana one
recapitulation. The exposition consists of the introduction of
the fugue subject into each voice of the fugue, two, three, four,
five or, rarely, six parts as the cage may be. Almost invari-
ably organ fugues are of our voices or parts. The second entry cf
the subject is B fifth above the first and the order of entry is
usually 1, 5, 1, 5.
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The development section as the word implies is the section in
which the fugue subject is amplified. The subject, entire, or
characteristic parts cf it may appear in the various parts and
in different keys. It is in the development section that the real
value of the composition is shown. The recapitulation is a short
section at the end and is marked usually by a return to the orig-
inal subject ir. the original key. In a strict fugue these sec-
tions are all well-marked. The exposition closes with a well-
defined modulation to the key of the dominant, and the introduc-
tion of the subject In the key of the dominant if the key is

major and to the relative major if the key ifl miner. There are
measures of episode throughout the composition even in the e*ricter
fuguea of Bach and Buxtahuda in which a mere motif of the subject
or perhaps entirely unrelated materiel is introduced. In the
modern fugues these measures of episode are more frequent, longer,
and further removed from the original subject.
Oftsntirres the counterpoint which accompanies the answer
the answer to the subject appears regularly in the exposition as
another subject. It is then called a counter-subject. Many fugues,
moreover, have t^o subjects whose exposition and development appear
at first separately and later are combined. These fugue3 are
called double fugues.
A corplete list cf modern fugues ras net available and
many interesting compositions have, of course, b,een omitted; but,
at least, a portion of them are giv?n here and a more or less
general knowledge of them may be obtains!.

The Development cf the Organ Fugue Since Bach.
J. S. Each- Fugue in C minor.
(Youthful ^sriod)
There are eleven measures of episode separating the de-
velopment and exposition prcper. The development continues by
using portions of the subject with nei» counterpoint. Beginning
with the fortieth measure the r e is a running passage with a slight
similarity to the subject cn the great manual. Then th? pedal
uses that theme to an accompaniment of chcrds on the manuals
I, V, 1
,
IV, V. The fugue ends with a scale-like run four
measures long. It end3 in C major. The modulatory scheme is
very 3imple, C miner, G minor, C minor, major, C minor, At> major,
F minor, C major. This is a 3hort fugue only fifty-nine measures
in length and while net pretentious is, nevertheless, interesting.
J. S. Bach- Fugue in G minor.
(Youthful Period)

There is a ccunt er-sub i ect which accompanies each state-
ment cf the subject. The theme k^epe reappearing in different
keys. There is a scrt of stretto in the fifty-fifth measure, not
the theme but a sort of chromatic scale while the theme is going
cn in the upp-^r voices. Perhaps this section could be better de-
scribed as a section of imitation. The subject lends itself to
3'any different sorts of counterpoint and Bach employs many kind3.
The pedals have very little to do but play the subject several
times. In tne seventieth measure there is a solo in the pedals,
a oroV.en chord passage, and the fugue ends with a three-measure
pedal point.
Modulatory scheme: minor, D minor, G minor, Eb major,
G minor, D miner, G minor, Pt> major, P miner, F major, G minor,
By major, D minor, Bi> major, F major, G minor, P major, C minor,
A j major, G rrincr.
The fugue is seventy-seven measures long.
J. S. Bach- Fugue in A minor.
(Master Period )
.
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This subject changes perceptibly upon repetition. The trans-
ition from the exposition tc the development is not well narked.
The fiftieth measure is the first decided close with a rrodulation
into the key of the dominant. The subject does net appear here
however, The end of the development and the beginning; of the
recapitulation give the theme in the original key but changed har-
mcnical.y. The modulatory scheme is not complicated: A minor,
E minor, A minor, E minor, A rrinor, E minor, A miner, C major,
G major, C major, P miner, A minor, C rrajor, A minor, E minor,
C major, A rrinor, t major, A minor. This fugue is one hundred
and fifty-one measures in length.
J. S. Bach- Fugue in G minor,
(faster Period)
This is probably the best known Bach organ fugue. The
theme exact or almost exact r sprcduct ions of it are used over and
over again in this fugue with very little episodic material. The
theme modulates at the end cf the second measure to Bfr. Measure
thirty-six marks the end of the exposition and measure ninety-four
the end of the development. The rrodulations are G minor, D minor,
G miner, Bp major, G minor, E minor, G miner, Bb major, G minor,
D miner, F major, E minor, F major, D minor, F major, C minor,
G minor, Sj> major, G minor, C minor, Et> major, At) major, C rr.inor
and G minor.

This fugue is one-hundred and fifteen measures in length.
J.S. Bach- Fugue in C minor.
Uber ein Thema von Lsgrenze
(Master Psricd)
y i 1 j rn j h
The first counter-point starts the same as the subject
making a canon for one and one-half measures. Then it changes.
Each time the subject appears in the exposition the accompanying
count 3r-point forms a canon for one and one-half measures. The
development is regular until the forty-third measure when an en-
tirely new theme is introduced similar to the first counterpoint
makins- of the composition a double fu?ue. The second subiect
follows
:
This part cf the fugue is much freer; the subject is alter
in its following appearances by adding sixteenth nct^s in the
seccnd and third measures. Passages of episode sometirres ten
rreasures in length separate the statements of the subject. The
first subject appears a.gain after the second one ha3 been heard
in four voices and then they appear alternately each acting as an
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accompanying counterpoint to the cthsr. The fugue Whioh is one
hundred and eight een measures long, ends with a long section of
crcksn chords and running passages not particularly interesting.
Modulatory scherr.e: C miner, G minor, C rrinor, Et> major, G minor,
C minor, Ei» major, G miner, C miner, G rrinor, C minor, G minor,
C minor, G minor, F minor, C r:.incr, Ei> major, C minor, G miner,
D minor, F major, C minor, G minor, C miner.
k
After Bach, tere was a long interim Then fugues were not
cemrrcnly written. Handel, Haydn, Eeethcven and Mozart were not
writers cf fugue. Mendelssohn was the first to return to the
fugue and his fugues are anxng the "best that have ever been
written. Because of their importance in the development of the
fugue, six of them are given here.
Mendelssohn- Fugue from Ceccnd Sonata.
B Hi!
There is a count sr- sub j ect which accompanies the subject
throughout the expesitien a,nd appears only once after the exposi-
tion. There is a count er-exposit icn in wnich the subject appears
in ail four parts. In the thirty-ninth measure the subject ap-
pears in G major in sijttns and in t :"0 ether following appearances,
it is accc'-panied by another part in thirds. The first stretto
occurs in the fifty-sixth measure. At the beginning cf the tnirty-
sixth measure the counterpoint is in eighth notes which continue

through to the end. These oftentimes suggest the subject in
diminution. The iubjeot is reard repeatedly in various keys. On
a d minant pedal point of ei~ht measures, the subject is heard at
fuxl length with the running accompaniment of eighth notes. There
is a sort cf coda in wrich the accorpanying eighth nctes drop out
and full harrrcnies are heard with the subject. The fugue ends with
a statement of the subject. Modulations: C rr.ajor, 3 major, A rrincr,
E major, F major, D major, E minor, C major, F major, G major,
D minor, G major, C major.
cided close in C minor, the dominant minor key occurs. This clcee
is mere decided than is usual in any ordinary fugue. Then a
choral in At> major is introduced the first section only of which
is riven:
\iendels30hn- Fugue from First Sonata.
The exposition i3 regular. In the fortieth measure a de-
The first section is followed by the fugue subject. Then occur
four mere measures cf choral followed by the fugue subject altered
toward the end. During the third phrase of the choral the subject
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rr.al-.58 an effective entry and during the last two measures of the
fourth phrase of the choral, the subject appears inverted. The
choral is not heard in the next seventeen measures and the fugue
subject is heard in all four parts. Than after an episode the
choral is heard again with more complex harmony than its first
appearance, first with the fugue subject in its original form and
secondly with the inversion. Thus the same idea is presented so
aa to appear very different. There are ten measures of episode
with a scale-like passage in the pedals, followed by a tonic pedal
point on F during which a stretto appears, the original subject,
first, followed by the subject inverted. The climax is reached
in an augmented sixth chord on Db» and the fugue closes with a
reference to the choral instead of to the fugue subject. It be-
gins piano and end3 fortis simo through a gradual crescendo. The
I
fugue i3 one-hundred and nineteen measures. Modulations: F minor,
C minor, major. Between the first and second sections of the
cr.oral the subject appears in A? minor in a beautiful modulation.
Then continues At> major, F minor, B> minor, C minor, G minor, D
minor, G minor, F minor, Db major, Bfr minor, F minor, C minor,
B|> minor, F miner, B? minor, F minor.
Mendelssohn- Fugue from Third Sonata.
p r (r r
f a* r
r
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The first part of this subject is the same theme as the
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tenor recitative in Lob^eaanE , "Watchman will the night scon
come." A choral, "In Deepest need I cry to thee" is brought in
on the 3xpcsition. One rsthjr curious difference in this fugue
is tne fact that the pedals, except in one instance, are used only
for the choral. This is a double fugue the second subject being
in sixteenth notes. It has its own exposition and is developed
somewhat befcr-3 being combined with the first subject. Later
there is a long tonic pedal which t^kes up at its close the second
half cf the first subject, the firnt cart of which is played in
the Manuals. There is a rather long episode, a pedal solo of
four measures, and the fugue ends with a repetition of the in-
troduction of the sonata in A major. This introduction is con-
siderably altered, shortened in the first part and toward + he
end new measures containing a reference to the original fugue
subject added. The fugue concludes with a tonic pedal point of
five measures.
The fugue which is froir the first movement of the sonata
is preceded by an introduction of twenty-four measures. The
fugue itself is eighty nine measures in length.
Modulations: A minor, E minor, B minor, A miner, E minor,
T miner, E minor, B minor, A minor, D minor, A minor, E minor,
A major, E minor, A minor, D minor, G minor, P minor, minor,
F minor, E minor, B minor, A minor, E minor, A minor, E minor,
D miner, A minor, A major, F# minor, A major.
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Mendelssohn- Fugue from Sixth Scnata.
W\t'\Ut\ f *fr *\ln \ fir =
There is a count er-subject which imitates the subject and
wnich, In the exposition, sometimes accompanies the original
subject and sometimes does net. There is a dominant pedal point
of seven measures during which the subject is heard in a middle
part. An episode of four measures precedes the last entrance of
the subject in the original key with which the fugue ends. This
episode is in the nature cf a stretto. The top part shews the
subject in contrary motion followed by a reference to it in the
original form.
The fugue is eighty-six measures long with a simple modu-
latory scheme: D minor, F major, C major, D miner, A minor,
F major, A minor, D minor, E;> major, D minor.
Yendelssohn- Fir3t Fugue of Three Preludes and Fuges .
There are three morj notes in the first appearance cf the
subject which, however, do not appear later. The exposition is
regular. A counter-subject attends the subject during the entire
exposition. There is a long episode in which the first notes of
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the subject are the landing- feature. mhen follows the theme In
the pedal s, another episode surest ive of the subject and counter-
subject, and the subject in the pedals with an accompaniment
similar to the counter-subject in syncopated time. The recapitu-
lation is irarked by the subject in the top part accompanied only
by chords on the unaccented beats. Then, there is another epi-
sode, in which the subject and counter-subject mingle, then the
ccunter-sub j act alone. The fugue ende with a prfect cadence
introduced by a Xaopolitan 3ixth:
i i ooo.
O.
For such a short fugue, sixty-six measures, this contains many
intarssting features.
Modulations: C minor, G minor, C minor, G minor, F major,
B> major, A? major, Eb rr.ajor, At? major, C miner, E|> major, Ai> major,
C minor, G minor, Ab major, F minor, Dfe major, C minor, Eb major,
A? rr.ajor, C minor.
endelssohn- Second Fugue of Three Preludes and Fugues .
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This 8 object is somewhat more striking than these of his
other fugues. There is an irregular counter-subject. After the
exposition there is an episode then a sequential phrase which is
interrupted by the subject. After another episode, there is a
dominant pedal point during which the subject is heard in the
top voice, middle voice, and pedals. There is an ascending seal
passage in the pedals leading to the subject in the pedals and
a long tonic pedal with three entries of the subject a distance,
of a measure and a half from one another. As the tonic pedal
concludes, there is a perfect cadence which ends the fugue.
"his fugue is also short, sixty-three measures, and has
the following modulatory transitions: G major, D major, P minor
F# minor, B minor, F# minor, E minor, G major, F major, A minor,
E minor, A rinor, D rrinor, F major, Bb major, D minor, G minor,
E> major, A miner, G major, D major, D minor, G major.
Mendelssohn- Third Fugue of Three Preludes and Fugues
This fugue also has a counter-subject which is slightly
similar to the subject. The exposition is regular and closes
with a modulation to the key of dominant, A minor. The develop-
ment is not unusual the subject appearing in the various parts.
In the sixty-first measure there is an interesting canon.
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Twc measures farther on there is a longer example cf canon
whioh lasts four measures. After the subject is heard In the
pedals there Is another instance of canon in three parts, the top
part being in contrary motion. In the eightieth measure there is
a stretto which ends with a canon in fifths. There is a pedal
pcint of six measures and the fugue3 ends with a few more measures
cf episode. There are ninety-five measures in this fugue.
Todulations: D minor, A minor, D minor, A minor, F major,
Bp major, G minor, C minor, C rr.inor, D minor, F major, C major,
Bo major, C minor, Bb major, D minor, A miner, D minor.
Liszt- Furue on B-A-C-H
There is no counter-subject. The first four notes are an
introduction and are net repeated in the following statements of
the subject. After the exposition proper the theme E-A-C-H is
aeard in various keys and combinations of harmonies usually ac-
companied by a running accompaniment in eighth notes. There are
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several measures cf episode in triplets interrupted by the theme
in the middle voice. This is carried through several measures of
sequence and there is a gradual crescendo from pp to ff. The
thene appears in E miner in the pedals and in both manuals. This
is repeated and the same thing occurs in F minor. There is a
loner episode with little relation tc the original subject in which
the key signature changes twice and many modulations occur. In
the seventy-fourth measure the theme appears in the pedals followed
by a rather long trill passage in both hands with a semblance of
tne theme in the pedals. There is a pedal point of six measures
in which the last part of the original subject, little heard un-
til new, appears In three-part harmony in the middle voice with
the right hand trilling. Thi3 appearance of the subject i3 in
quarter notes instead of eighths as in the original. After a
three-measure solo by the right hand, the original subject appears
entirely in the key of F# minor unaccompanied. This is repeated
in octaves and then the B-A-C-H theme is heard in chords several
times with octave accompaniment. In the one-hundred twenty-first
measure the B-A-C-H theme appears in the pedals in an interesting
way
:

The theme is used this way three tin.es in this key and
four tines in the key cf E miner. The pedale new have the theme
In half notes with intervening measured of episode consisting cf
bcrken chords etacatto in contrary motion. The thems is repeated
four tirt.ee in this fashion and a climax is reached cn the dimin-
ished seventh chord of D major in the one-hundred sixty-third
me -sure. This chcrd is held during seven measures cf trill in
B pftdalfti In the cne hundred eighty-eight measure the theme
begins but in a different rhythm: J j J J]
and is heard in a monotonous repeti-
tion in doucle octaves fcr eight measures. Then the original sub-
ject exact, except in half and quarter nctes instead of quarter
and eighth, appears in octaves. There a s fcur measures p^p of
the B-A-C-H theme and the fugue ends with a cadence of five
measures. Throughout this fugue tne pedals have very little to
do ccp?red with the manuals.' The modulatory scheme is r?ther pre
tenticus. The signature changes six tines and there are nany ac-
cidentals so that it is rather difficult to tell what the key is.
B> major, 3 miner, A miner, B miner, D minor, miner, C minor,
E miner, F mrncr, A? fliajor, F miner, Dt> major, Gb major, G major,
A majcr, E miner, F# minor,- C# minor, F# minor, rrinor, C miner,
B miner, E miner, D miner, G minor, Bt> major, B majcr.
Lcuis Theile- Chromatic Fantaieie and Fugue in A Minor.
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This fugue is in fivs parte and the first part is an al-
most continual repetition of this very short thcue giving the
effect cf a perpetual descending chromatic scale. In the twenty-
fifth measure the fifth voice enters in the pedals, but the full
five voices ars heard for four measures only. For eight measures
beginning with the forty-ninth Measure tne five parti are heard
again. The original subject drops cut for a time in the fiity-
eighth measure and the following subject is introduced making of
the composition a double fugue.
The exposition cf this subject is regular and after its
fifth appearance the original subject is heard again and both
subjects are developed together. Beginning with the one hundred
fifteenth measure there are eight measures cf eoiscde in double
thirds in both hands. This suggests the second subject. The two
subjects appear together repeatedly and ar; well matched. For
example:
in j j
m Wit
r r
The first subject appears up to the very end of the fugue
and the second subject, changed somewhat, is heard twice in the
last twenty measures. The pedals have mere to do in this fugue
than in rrany of the ethers. There are several sections of ac-
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companircent in eighth and quarter notes, many pedal points, and
many statements of both subjects. The last four rreasures form a
very effective chord progression and carry out the original sub-
ject in the upper and rridlle voices.
The modulations are: A minor, E minor, G major, A miner,
I minor, F major, C major, F major, C major, F major, Bb major,
D minor, F major, A miner, E minor, C major, B& major, F major,
A minor.
There is no counter-subject and the exposition ie regular.
The eubject V7h^ch is well adapted to different combinations of
r.armony is used in different keys, repeatedly, in the development.
The pedal ie heard continually in this fugue after its entrance
in the exposition. It states the subject repeatedly and has
several rather difficult accompaniments in eighth notes. In the
last eighteen measures chords in full harmonies are heard in both
hands while the pedals have a running passage in eighth notes.
This is all fortissimo.
J. A. Van Zyken- Fugue- Finale of First Sonata.
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Modulations: major, G major, C major, D major, mejcr,
C major, A miner, D minor, C major, A minor, F minor, Q major,
C major, A minor, C major, A miner, C majcr, F major, D minor,
C major, A miner, C major.
J. A. Van 9yken- Fugue, Finale cf Third Sonata.
IHjijiJIP lft^l^lflfjj/ftl
The exposition is regular. The key changes in the forty
third measure to F major and there is a melodious episode on the
manuals. The theme of this episode, changed however, is then
combined wi":h the original subject in the original key. Another
episode similar to the first occurs in the ninety- third measure
in the key of C major. This lasts twenty measures and then the
original subject appears in the pedals. There is a clirrax in the
one hundred forty-second measure of chords in full harmony de-
scending chromatically. Then sections of the subject are heard
in a 6ort of sequence to the end.
The fugue is one hundred sixty-two measures long.
Modulations: A minor, E minor, A minor, C major, A miner,
C majcr, F rrajor, F miner, F major, E miner, A minor, F majcr,
A rrinor, E minor, A minor, D minor, C minor, C major, A rircr,
E rc.incr, C major, E minor, C majcr, E minor, A minor, D minor,
A miner, F major, / minor.
Theodore Salome- Fugue in Bb majcr.
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The exposition ie irregular in that the last entry of the
subject dees net occur until the thirty-first rreasure. The de-
velopment proceeds regularly. A clirrax begins in the seventy-
eighth measure and lasts through four measures of sustained chords.
This is followed by a solo in the upper voice of the subject in
the original key. Then follows what is really another exposition.
It is sorre^hat irregular. Pprts of the subject are then heard
and the fugue ends with the first measure of the subject in the
pedals with a sustained chord accompaniment on the manuals.
following modulations: B& major, F major, B> major, G minor,
f major, A minor, F major, E> major, G minor, D minor, B[> major,
\j minor, Et> major, Bp major, Db major, B\f major, F major, Bi> major,
A? aajor, Bfr major.
After the exposition proper there is a counter-exposition
in wh'ch the answer leads and the order of progression is reversed
5, 1, 5, 1. Each voice does net apnear in this counter-exposition,
however. The development is very free and the subject appears in
various forms and various keys. There is a fortissimo climax of
four reesurss in the recapitulation after which the time signature
onangee from 2/4 to 4/4 and a sort of coda consisting of a running
passage of triplets is heard. The coda starts on the dominant
7
seventh (V ) of F minor and ende in C major.
The fugue is one hundred twelve measures long with the
Guilrcant- Fugue in C minor from Third Sonata.
The fugue is one hundred forty-two me? sure b long.
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Moa^Jatory scheme: C rrinor, G rrinor, F rr.inor, C minor,
G minor, F rrinor, C rrinor, F miner, E> major, F minor, C minor,
G rinor. On a G rcircr tonic pedpl point banging to a C minor
tonic pedal point occur in the manuals F minor, B\> minor, Eb miner.
Then a chromatic modulation to C major, Dfc major, C minor, F minor,
C rrajor.
Guilmant- Fugue from Fifth Sonata.
This is a ratheI pretentious fugue two hundred measures
long. The exposition is regular. In the forty-eighth measure
the subject apoears in three different voices in the key of E minor-
the alto begins on F, the tenor on B, and the b^ss on G. These
continue regularly until within three notes of the end of the
subject. In the sixty-eighth measure there is an episode,
pianissioc, consisting of a recitative which lasts seventeen
measures. It follows:
j3
The soprano voice played on the ewell is used then as a
counterpoint with the origiral theme. Tn the ninety-sixth measure
another recitative is introduced which alec is a contrast to the
•ubjeet. The accompaniment to this recitative is written in
triplets. The first recitative is used a^ain with the subject in
D miner. The counterpoint to this is also in triplets which ap-
pear now for the next sixty measures or the beginning of the re-
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capitulation. The first counterpoint appears in the one hundred
fcrty-first treasure for the first time, since it dropped cut in
measure sixty-eight and Bade way for the recitative. There is
a twenty measure pedal point during which the urper voices modu-
late frcrr G major to D rrinor, then E minor, D miner, C major,
G major. The recapitulation, fortissimo, with sustained chords in
the soprano and the there in C major on the pedals. The -: e are
£ive measures of episode then an interesting stre'-to in three
parts beginning with the one-hyndred seventy-fourth measure. In
measure one hundred eighty-two smother stretto appears which,
hewsver, i6 carried out in only cna voice tc the end. An immense
climax occurs in measure one hundred ninety-three with the 7
u
fclicwing chord progressions: A& major tonic, Aj>I, G major vii,
7 6 7
C major V , C major iv , ii , I.
Modulations: C major, G major, E rniror, A minor, F major,
D miner, A rr.inor, F major, Aj> major, C miner, G minor, C mi:;or,
G miner, C major, G major, D minor, E minor, D minor, C major,
G major, C major, G majcr, C major, Ft> majcr, At> majcr, G major 1
,
C majcr, F majcr, C majcr.
Guilmant- Fugue from Sixth Sonata.
This fugue is shorter, only one hundred thirty-four measures
in length. The exposition is rs-ular with a freer development
section a3 usual. Near the close the signature charges from two
snarpe to four sharps the time frcrr. 4/4 to 3/4 and the concluding
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two measures is a rr.elodJ.oue Adagio with a suggestion cf the sub-
ject in the soprano. The first half cf the subject unaccompanied
and pianissimo form the concluding measures. Modulatory scheme:
B miner, F# minor, B miner, Ft* minor, A major, ?4 minor, B minor,
D major, B minor, C major, A majcr, D major, S minor, B miner,
E minor, B minor, E najcr, B minor, E miner, B minor, E major,
C major, B minor. Then follows the Adagio in E major.
Guilmant- Sonata from Second Symphony for the Organ.
This sonata contains a long fugue which seems to corrpletely
lose its idenity as a fugue during long episodes. It has a well-
defined recapitulation* however, irhich brings it back to the
original sucject.
Rheinberger- Fugue from Sonata Number Sixteen, Op. 175.
(Out of twelve sonatas examined, seven fugues were found,
three of which are given here.)
The exposition is irregular, there are three entries of
subject and one of answer. In the twenty-second measure broken
arpeggios are heard and the subject enters again after five meas-
ures of episode. Then fellows tnree measures of exact canonic
imitation in which the first measure of the suDject enters alter-
nately in tenor, bass, and soprano. In the fifty-fifth measure
the key cnarges to B> and the following fifteen measures of epi-
sode have only a slight relation to the original subject. In the
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eighty-sixth measure occurs an interesting stretto
n
f
ear
Thii may te considered the beginning of the recapitulation and
the fugue propsr ends in the ninety-third measure on the tonic
cf Df major. Then follows a page and a half coda in the key of
Aj> major with a very slight reference to the fugue. The transi-
tion frcm the fugue to the coda is an interesting and very
beautiful ens. It fellows:
b,
,\
i I i %
t T
W -
m f
Modulations: G^f minor, D# minor, C# rrinor, P# minor, G# minoi
B major, T# minor, G# minor, E major, 0| minor, D# minor, F# m?jor,
major, B? major, E miner, C major, C miror, F major, B(> major,
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F major, D minor, E rrinor, F# minor, F# major, G# minor, D# major,
A> major and the remainder ia the coda in Ab major.
Pheinberg=r- Fugue from Fantaisie Sonata.
ill) ' 1
The subject followed by its answer appears three times in
the exposition making six entries iv. all. Then the signature
Changes to three flats, and the subject is heard in the alto with
a new counterpoint which ia very melodious. The subject follows
in the sppranc and the signature changes back to five sharps.
Tnese modulations are interestingly worked out. The first from
B major to major
i
The second from F> major to B major:
S t r
7-7
In the forty-eighth measure a new theme appears in the key of
F# major. It lasts four measures and ia taken from the first
mov3ment of the scr.ata, the fantaieie. It is:
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After this the algnature changes again to five flats ana the or-
iginal subject is heard. Tn the sixty-seventh measure the sonata
theme appears again In the key of E major . The development pro-
ceeds somewhat regularly until the eighty- eighth measure when there
is a change to Maestos o and the sonata theme is featured. The
original appears ones mors in the ninety-ninth measure In the
pedals. The fugue ends fortissimo. Modulations: E major,
F# major, B major, major, E> major, T# major, Fjj minor, F# major,
F> major, F# major, F# miner, F# major, Bb minor, P major, ?4
miner, E major, D major, E major, G major, E miner, E majcr.
Kheinberger- Fugue from 8onata XT.
9§pJ^ fp /rf r«rV r mf
The exposition ie regular and the development usee sections
of the subject in different ways. In the fcrty-first measure there
is a melodious episode In the key of Dj> major* the theme of which
is :
m j.f f f if- f n j j
The key changes to B major and the same episode, only
shortened, appears in the key of F# major. Then the original sig-
nature of one flat appeers and the original subject is heard on
the dominant of E miner and then on the tonic with only a broken
Chord accompaniment. There is a stretto in the sixty-fourth
measure
:

5 f
L jjJ J«J*V.j *»~t i . '
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The subject then appeara in the pedals. Then the first measure
and a naif are heard in full harmonies with a rather elaborate
accompaniment. In the ninety-sixth measure the key changes to D
and the episode given above is heard again. The fugue ends in
this key and the origiral subject entire is not heard again, but
only suggestions of it.
Cttc Tienel- Fugue from Christmas Sonata,
This fugue is very irregular.. The subject in its entirety
is repeated only once in the exposition. For about twenty-six
measures the first tnree measures is developed. Then fellows
fifteen measures of episode in four-part h?rmony with a slight
resecblance to the original subject. Another irregularity is a
de capo repeat back to the beginning. A second subject is now
introduced
:

Its expoaiticn is regular and it is t'-en developed with
the fir^t subject. Another episodic section with the second
subject in four part harmony occurs in the one-hundred forty-eighth
measure. The second subject drcps out two pages from the end and
the original subject does net appear entire after the two hundredth
measure. The characteristic figure of the first subject is used
to the end, hewever, This is probaoiy the most irregular fugue
of any considered here. It violates almost every rule for fugue
writing although pescesses enough of the characteristics to be
classed as a fugue.
Theodore Dubois- Fugue from Pre lu de and Fugue, an intro-
ductior. to Twelve Pieces For the Organ.
The exposition is r=~ular and the development net unusual.
In the fifty-fifth measure a ne^ counterpoint in sixteenth notes
is introduced and is heard until the end of the fugue. Beginning
with the eignty-t hirl measure both hands play triads in unison for
ei~ht measures. There are twelve measures of pedal point on the
dcmir.an* followed cy an eight measure pedal point on the tonic.
Modulatory scheme: D major, A major, D major, A major,
G majcr, C major, A minor, A major, E major, G major, B majcr,
E miner, £ mir.cr, G majcr, B minor, G majcr, C majcr, G major,
D majcr, E mir.cr, F major, G major, D major.
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Karl Piutti- Fugue of Pastorale and Fusrue, In Vemcriam.
life J J
1
Jj
j
J
p V 7 ^
rhete is a ccur.ter-eubj ect which appears only twice in the
exposition. The development proceeds regularly unt'l the fifty-
seventh measure when the time changes to 6/8 and ther^ is a twenty-
one measure episode in the character of the preceding Pastorale.
After this the time signature changes hack to 4/4 and the subject
appears in the soprano much changed. In ' the eigr.ty-sixth measure
there is a stretto in the soprano and pedals and in the ninety-
fifth measure one in the middle voices. In measure one hundred one
the subject appears in the pedals ard then drops out in the last
twenty-three measures.
Modulations: G major, D major, E minor, F major, E major,
I minor, G major, A major, G major, D major, G major, E minor,
G manor, C maior, G ma '.or.
Earl Piutti- Fugue from Sonata in E minor.
The last movement of t %.2 sonata has an introduction of
one page and then a fugue.
T , f
The subject appears in slightly different rhythms in the
exposition. Beginning with the nineteenth measura there is an
episode in the fifth measure of which the subject enters and is
OOBbined irith ne^ counterpoint. The key changes to C major and
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there ia another epiecde in which the fugue subject enters ir-
regularly. These episodes have almost the importance of new sub-
jects. They ar? toe irregular in their entry however and assume
tneir importance in the development only. They appear together
and with the criminal subject. The fugue end3 with no full entries
of any of the themes although the original subject is suggested.
is nc counter-sub j ect . Tn the thirty-oecond rr.easure a pedal point
of eignt measures begins during which the subject appears twice.
In the f or ty-seccr.d measure there is a rather decided deceptive
cadence to the dominant. Then follow four measures of imitation,
the subject entering a reasure apart each time. Several measures
on there are eight measures of imitation in which a theme similar
to the subject is stated in the soprano and pedals four times
with a chord accomp animent, thus:
Albert Penaud- Fugue from 'Suite in F Minor.
The fugue begins in the sixteenth measure of the Finale.
The answer is slight ly changed in the last measure. Ther--
A broken chord accompaniment appears sfter this, then the subject
in full harmonies "Alia Marcia". The broken-chord accompaniment
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is taken up again and is heard to the end of the f^-ue. The fugue
ends in E major the last four measures being the subject in oc-
taves in the pedals with the full tonic chord held in the manuals.
Modulations: E minor, B minor, G minor, E minor, C major,
3 major, E minor, E major, C# minor, G major, F major, G# irinor,
F# minor, E major, F# minor, E major.
Jamec Rogers-Fugue from Sonata in E Minor.
The second and third tine the subject enters in the ex-
position the last measure is changed. The fourth time it enters
the last two Treasures are changed. The development proceeds rather
irregularly, fin "agitato" sets in and there is a gradual cres-
cendo to the forty-first measure when the subject is heard in the
pedals, fortissimo, with a syncopated accompaniment in full chords
with both hands. The first two measures of the subject are de-
veloped during a pedal point on the tonic of B mircr and work up
to a climax, fortissimo, with a chrorratic modulations to E major
Then follows a section in E major, meno mos30, which is purely
episodic in nature being a simple melody in the soprano accompanied
by the pedals in whole nctes and the left hand in sixteenth notes.
After t-velve measures of this episode ther^ is another cliTax and
the first two measures of the subject are heard t ,,r ice repeated.
The fugue ends with a sort of choral four measures long.
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Modulations: E miner, E minor, G major, E minor, C major,
A miner, £ miner, A minor, P minor, F# minor, B minor, D minor,
A minor, C minor, EE major, F# miner, 2 msjor.
Horatio Parker* fupue from Sonata in Eb Major.
mm
The exposition is regular. The subject is then developed
by sections. Beginning with the thirty-first measure, there is a
passage in the pedals of nine measures in half and whole notes
which shews some similarity to the subject. The subject inverted
make* several appearances and in measure forty- three a canon figure
is heard which lasts only three measures. In the fiftieth measure
the key changes to / mjaor and a new subject is introduced. Its
exposition ie irregular; it aprears first on the mediant and then
on the tonic.
Then there is an episode in fcur part harmony suggestive
of the original subject and the t^o subjects aprear together, first
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in A major, then in D major. The last two measures of the second
subject appears in thiris, then in sixths on the swell manual. The
first subject is heard In full harmonist in measure one hundred
four. The fugue ends with a strain similar to ths original sub-
ject la full chords In both hands, fortissimo. The development
>:
' this fugue is interesting, All the different characteristic
parts of both subjects are used and many devices employed. The
signature changes three timet.
J* L J
Horatio Parker- Furrue in C Minor*
^i iffff|fff^|T ff f
r
There is an irregular counter-subject. The whole subject,
parts cf it, and passages iimHasr to it cr.iy in rhythm are h=ard
in the beginning of the development section. In the thirty-sixth
measure a new subject is introduced.
i
ThiB is carried through its exposition, then the two subjects
are combined and developed together. There are nc irrelevant ep-
isodes in this fugue and the t^c subjects are carried through to
the end. The last few measures consist cf a suggestion of the
original subject in the right with ? little figure in the pedals
wnich is continued for five measures. It is:

V'edulat ions : C minor, G miner, C minor, F ml or, major
,
Q minor, C minor, F rrinor, G minor, rrinor, P> mejor.
CONCLUSION
In considering these fugues, as a whole, it is very diffi-
cult to make any generalizations. Every composer has written
airferently. It is true tha* there s=>fms to be a gradual tendency
to a freer style of composition. ?iendelssohn, probably the most
like Each, has U3ed the choral frequently which interrupts, in a
way j the regular continuity of form of the earlier fugues. Liszt,
although the next in line, snowa extremely modern tendencies in
his mcdul°tory transitions. Van Eyken, Guilmant, Fheinberger,
Dienel and Rogers manifest a mere and mere increasing tendency
toward freer development especially in the episodic sections which
oftentimes seem to ha^e no relation melodically to the original
fugue subject. '"here is one way, however to shew concretely a
line of development and that is through the modulatory transitions.
Four fugue 8 of Buxtehude's and six of Bach's, ten in all have beer-
compared with ten modern fugu?3 of the same number or approximate-
ly the seme number of measures and the results noted as follows:
Table I contains the list of the fugues used, the number of
Be 3ures cf each and the number of actual transitions of key.
Table II ccnteins the number cf transitions tc related and
remote keys. The numeral 1 signifies a transition to a related
key or tc a key only one remove away; 2 signifies two removes;
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3, three* removes, etc.
aleo
Tatle IT a 8 ^CVff 8 a ccmpariscn of the total numbers cf transi-
tic r.s cf each fugue wit h the total nurrber of remcvee of each.
Table T.
Number cf Transitions.
Old New
1
.
Bach- E miner 1. Mendelssohn- Fugue from Third Sonata
38 measures
15 transitions
39 measures
31 transitions
Each- C minor 2. itendelsschn- Fugue from First Sonata
118 measures
26 transitions
119 measures
20 transitions
3 r ".ch- A minor 3 . Tui t ti-Fue;ue from Pastorale & Fup;ue
151 measures
18 transitions
147 measures
15 trs.no it ions
4 race- A minor 4. L.iszt- Fugue on b-A-C-H
111 measures 112 measures
26 transitions
cD . Each- G miner 5. Parker- C minor
77 meseures
19 transitions
76 measures
11 transitions
\s . Euxt enude-T.umcer VI 6. Ouilmant- Fugue from Third Sonata
147 measures
26 transitions
142 measures
20 transitions
7 Euxt ehude-?:umber XV 7. Posrers- Fugue from Sonata in E minor
89 measures
8 transitions
84 measures
16 transitions
1 . 5uxt ehu1e-r>umber XI o. van &ykey-rugue trorr. r.irsx ocnaua
9C measures
10 transitions
95 measures
21 transitions
3 . Euxtehude-Number IV
63 measures
11 transitions
9. Mendelssohn- Fugue Number II
63 measures
?- tranol t.ionfl
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xj. iu cois r ugue ircm ciuit —
115 rre?pures
18 transitions
111 measures
22 transitions
-
Table II.
Transitions to Related and Remote Keys.
Old
1. Bach- E miner 1 . Mendelssohn- Fu^ue from Third Sonata
Trans. Removes Trans Removes
15 1111111111
11111 15
31 1121221211
11111111211
211121111 37
2. Each-C minor c . Mendelssohn- Fugue from First benata
1111111111
26 1111111111
111211 2?
1144111211
20 131112111 28
3. Each- .A minor 3 . Puitti- Fugue from Pastorale & Fug-ue
1111111111
18 11111111 18
1111111111
15 11111 15
4. Bach- A minor 4 . Liszt- Fugue on B-A-C-H
1111111111
1111111111
28 11111111 28
1223114111
1161111151
26 212111 44
5. Bach- C miner 5 . Parker- C miner
1111111111
19 111111111 19
1111111121
11 2 13
6. Euxtehude- lumber
1111111111111
26 1111131111111
VI
28
6 . Guilmant- Fu^ue from Third Sonata
1211211111
2C 1211132111 26
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7. Buxtehude- Number XV
Trans. Removes
7. Rogers- Fugue from Sonata In E minor.
Trans Removes
8 11111X11 8 16 1111111211
312611 25
6. Duxtehude- Number XI
10 1111111111 10
8. Van Fykey- Fugue from Firct Sonata
21 1111111111 21
1111111111
1
9. Buxtehude- Number IV
11 1111111111 -11
1
9. Mendelssohn- Fugue Number TI
1111111111
22 1111111111 2;
12
10. Each- G minor
18 1111111111 18
11111111
10. Du Do is- Fugue from Suite
22 1111111114 25
1111111111
179 Total 182 204 Total 257
In the few instances where the old fugues have a greater
number of transitions than the new, it can be found upon examination,
that almost invariably the transitions in the old fugues are from
the major to the relative minor or vice versa, that is the greater
number of tnem. This, of course, is a very close relation-ship and
is often scarcely distinguishable to the ear, especially if the
subject itself modulates in such a way.
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